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***

Lawyer  Dr.  Reiner  Fuellmich,  Corona Committee Foundation,  demands after  the  public
hearing of an eyewitness on the consequences of mass vaccinations: “This deadly human
experiment must be stopped as soon as possible!”

“When fellow citizens first learn of the diabolical plans of the enablers and ‘enforcers’ of
the ‘New Normal’,  many of  them will  suffer a mental  shock.  Tried and tested defence
mechanisms will  then only function to a limited extent and for a short time. Free,
courageous and honest intellectuals should therefore do everything in their power to
gently take their interested fellow citizens with them step by step on this journey ‘from
darkness into light’. For it needs the cooperation of all people of good will to be able to
ward off the long-planned ‘attack’ on humanity. And the path to this cooperation must
begin in the hearts of people” (1).

The author of these lines begs your indulgence for quoting from his own “psychological
manifesto of common sense”, which he published in the course of the second half of 2020
under the title “Hand over power to no one!”. At that time, he had no idea that he, as an
experienced  psychologist  and  former  psychotherapist,  would  also  suffer  a  mental  shock
about  half  a  year  later  due  to  certain  news.

“The terrible dying after vaccination”

Lawyer Dr. Fuellmich, together with his lawyer colleague and economist Viviane Fischer –
two of four directors of the Corona Committee Foundation – interviewed a whistleblower, i.e.
a  courageous nurse from a Berlin  nursing home.  As an eyewitness,  he gave shocking
insights into the apparently common vaccination practice in homes for elderly and partly
demented German citizens (2).

According to the carer, these homes for elderly people in need of care are literally raided by
doctors accompanied by Bundeswehr soldiers in uniform. Afterwards, wherever they are
found in the corridors or rooms, they are vaccinated, sometimes with the use of physical
force. The consent of the relatives of nursing home inmates with dementia is obtained
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beforehand. This deeply inhumane vaccination procedure is repeated.

The threat of Bundeswehr soldiers is probably set up so that the home residents will submit
without resistance – and they do. They freeze with fear because they were not allowed to
receive family visitors for a long time and many of the residents experienced the Second
World War.  The health condition of the residents is not queried before the sometimes
violent vaccination.

After vaccination, the health of even formerly lively elderly people deteriorates rapidly.
There is gasping for breath, fever, oedema, skin rash, a yellowish-grey discolouration of the
skin and muscle tremors in the upper body and arms. Residents who tested negative for
SARS-CoV-2  before  the  vaccination  suddenly  test  positive  afterwards.  And  soon  the  first
vaccinated  people  die.  Despite  requests  from the  lawyers,  the  police  and  the  public
prosecutor’s office in Berlin do not take action.

The  vaccines  used  are  mRNA  vaccines,  including  the  one  from  BioNTech/Pfizer.  BioNTech
has recently started production in Germany. These vaccines have come under massive
criticism worldwide because of their lack of testing.

Is death once again a master from Germany? (3)

The believable descriptions of the sensitive nurse are shocking. Anyone interested can listen
to them for themselves and form their own judgement. The author of this commentary
shares  the  opinion  of  the  lawyer  Dr.  Fuellmich  and his  team that  this  deadly  human
experiment with vaccination, which is certainly not an isolated case in Berlin and Germany
and is being concealed by the mass media, must be stopped as soon as possible. Our
fathers, mothers and grandparents are not human guinea pigs of deviant psychopaths in
collaboration with Big Pharma.

Let us no longer be intimidated by this centuries-old diabolical “game” with the fear of the
rulers and let us discard our religiously conditioned belief in authority and obedience reflex
today! Let us have the courage to use our own intellect and stand up against the screaming
injustice!

If we do not stop this crime against our older relatives and fellow citizens as well as against
the whole of humanity immediately, we younger ones will naturally be the next victims.

We have no more time to lose!

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

Dr. Rudolf Hänsel is a graduate psychologist and educationalist. He is a frequent contributor
to Global Research.

Notes:

(1) Hänsel, R. (2020). Handing over power to no one! A psychological manifesto of common sense.
Gornji Milanovac. ISBN 978-86-7432-119-5. The “Neue Rheinische Zeitung NRhZ” published the entire
text in three installments. An abridged version was also published in the NRhZ and additionally in
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“Rubikon” as well as in English in “Global Research” (www.globalresearch.ca).

(2)
https://www.wochenblick.at/schockierender-whistleblower-bericht-tote-nach-impfung-in-berliner-heim/;
https://t.me/tagesereignisse/1142

(3) Quoted from “Todesfuge”, a poem by the lyricist Paul Celan. 
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